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Birding Abroad first visited Poland in 1996 and has returned there with tour groups seven
times since, such is the excellence of the bird watching. Of course much has changed during
that time, notably the vastly improved standard of accommodation that is now available for
the tourist. More affluent times for local people are also evident in the many new property
builds which have materialised in remote villages and the top of the range cars which now
ply the roads. Nonetheless Poland still possesses large swathes of countryside rich in birds,
particularly in the north-east of the country, where our latest trip explored two of the country’s
best known areas for birds; the Biebzra Marshes and the Bialowieza Forest. The group
comprised Nick Whitehouse as Birding Abroad organiser and leader, Karl Dutton co-leading,
David and Janet Benwell, Sue Brook, Nick Cutts, Denis Grandahl, Martin Henstock, Roger
and Gillian Pannell, Ian Richardson, Sharon and Robert Robinson and Bryan Wainwright.

Day 1 – Friday 11 May – UK to Biebrzra
The group met at Doncaster Robin Hood airport early in the morning of Friday 11th May.
After making our acquaintance and a light breakfast, it didn’t seem long before we were
boarding the Wizzair flight to Warsaw, which duly arrived on time at 11:50. Fine weather
greeted our arrival and after collecting our two hire vehicles we headed out along wide and
tree-lined boulevards which led us away from the airport complex and into the city. Heading
north-east, we could see the newly built highways were flanked by the modern offices, a
testament of the modernity of present day Warsaw. Once beyond the city limits we stopped
briefly for a light lunch before journeying onwards towards Bialystok, turning off on reaching
Wizna at the southern edge of the vast Biebrza basin.

The countryside changed noticeably here with extensive and beautiful water meadows
surrounding pretty rural villages, a landscape reminiscent perhaps of a bygone age in
eastern Britain. Our route took us past a colony of White-winged Terns, so we enjoyed a
nice session watching the birds at close range as they hawked over the flooded fields.
Several White Storks atop their nests, two Common Cranes, a Eurasian Hobby and singing
Redwing were a nice introduction to east European birding.
We reached our accommodation, the Dwor Dobarz rural hotel at around 17:30 where we
watched Black Redstarts and Spotted Flycatchers before venturing out to the boardwalk at
nearby Bagno Lawki. Here in the calm evening air we enjoyed nice views of several Aquatic
Warblers, with three at reasonably close range sitting out on the tops of flooded sedge. We
were able to familiarise ourselves with their distinctive calls and stop-start songs, comparing
them to nearby Sedge Warblers. Other warblers affording good comparisons of the pitch and
rhythm of their songs were several Grasshopper and Savi’s Warblers. As we arrived back at
our hotel, a Thrush Nightingale was also singing, a fitting end to our first day which was
rounded off with a pleasant glass of beer or wine.
Day 2 – Saturday 12 May – Biebrza Marshes
A leisurely pre-breakfast stroll in the vicinity of our hotel produced many notable birds: a
Grey-headed Woodpecker, two pairs of Red-backed Shrikes, Golden Orioles, Thrush
Nightingale, Whinchats, Hoopoes, both Spotted and Pied Flycatchers, Icterine Warblers and
Woodlarks were all noted. After breakfast as we loaded the vehicles, a Black Woodpecker
nest hole was found adjacent to our rooms, so we paused a while to watch as one of the pair
returned, the whole group securing excellent views.
Our route for today was an exploration of the ‘southern basin’ of the Biebrza Marshes, in a
loop which also incorporated the marshes near to Wizna, and sites at Brzostowo and
Mscichy on the western flank of the basin. We made a brief stop at a roadside tower watchpoint where a male Common Rosefinch showed and then we had a stroll along the marsh
boardwalk again, but, other than a few calls, the Aquatic Warblers didn’t show this time. So it
was on to watch the roadside colony of White-winged Terns, a big favourite with the group,
with all the birds in immaculate summer plumage as they fed, displayed and built nests
within a very close range.

White-winged Terns – their colonies always a delight to just sit and watch

Occasionally a Black or Whiskered Tern joined the throng, so providing a great chance to
compare all three European ‘marsh terns’ in one place. The water meadows held several

displaying pairs of Black-tailed Godwits, here of the central European nominate race limosa
and a few Common Snipe were ‘drumming’, sadly not a familiar sight in many parts of Britain
nowadays. Fieldfares flew out from their small colonies in the local villages to feed in the
meadows.
The Wizna Marshes were relatively low in water, but a few Black Terns moved up and down
the river, probably still looking for the right areas in which to nest. Here too several Ruff were
noted. We had our picnic lunch, noticing a lovely European Honey-buzzard flying over and a
Great Grey Shrike nearby, followed by a relaxing coffee break at a small cafe overlooking
the River Narew.
Our next stop was at Burzyn where the overlook provides a fantastic panorama of the
‘southern basin’.

A section of Biebrza’s southern basin from Burzyn

Again there was a nice mix of ‘marsh terns’ with White-winged and Whiskered being the
most numerous. Several Garganey, Northern Shoveler and Gadwall together with 70 Ruff
resplendent in full summer plumage were present alongside Common Redshank and
Common Snipe. A nice surprise was two Spotted Crakes which began to sing, further adding
to the bird list quality. The more time we spent scanning at this picturesque location, the
more birds would eventually reveal themselves and so with the group clearly enjoying the
vista, we lingered here watching all the birds that moved to and fro along the valley. One
memorable period saw Black Stork, White-tailed Eagle, Greater Spotted Eagle and male
Montagu’s Harrier all soaring over the marsh and almost in one binocular view! Several Elk
and Red Deer provided mammalian interest. A few miles further north, a trail out from the
village of Mscichy provides access deeper into the marshes. Great views were had of a male
Montagu’s Harrier and several Western Marsh-harriers. This location has been reliable for
Citrine Wagtail in the past, and we were not to be disappointed as a fine male dropped in at
the trackside for us to enjoy. Another male showed on bushes out in the meadows and then
a third bird was seen during our walk as well as several Blue-headed Wagtails. A Bluethroat
sang from a cluster of willows. At least 30 Common Crane, several giving their very

evocative trumpeting calls, and 40 Great Egrets could be seen spread across the vast valley
floor. The day count of White Storks, both feeding in the pastures and on village roof top
nests came to approximately 100 birds.
Butterflies seen during the day included Green-veined White, Peacock, Small Heath,
Brimstone, Small Tortoiseshell and Swallowtail.
Day 3 – Sunday 13 May – Biebrza Marshes
A pre-breakfast stroll around the hotel grounds produced Eurasian Wryneck, Icterine
Warbler, Red-backed Shrikes and Yellowhammers all at the roadside. Our route today took
us around the ‘middle basin’ of the Biebrza River valley with the villages of Osowiec and
Goniadz at its heart. A small reserve near Osowiec provides a watch tower, a trail and a
reed bed viewing platform. Taking each in turn we enjoyed views of Savi’s Warbler perched
out and a pair of Eurasian Penduline-tits busy at their hanging nest. A Bluethroat of the
white-spotted race showed on and off, as did a ‘white-headed’ Long-tailed Tit, whilst other
species such as Eurasian Bittern and Water Rail, Great Reed and Garden Warblers gave
away their presence through their calls and song.
Moving on we crossed the wooden bridge at Dolistowo, bringing us to an extensive area of
damp meadows home to more breeding Black-tailed Godwits. Trackside puddles provided
feeding for 20 Wood Sandpipers as well as both Citrine and Blue-headed Wagtails, these
being joined by a fine male Grey-headed Wagtail at one stage. An adult male Common
Rosefinch was quite tame allowing us to enjoy great views close to our vehicles. Another
male Montagu’s Harrier quartered the fields where a few Whinchat were encountered, a
much underrated bird and now sadly scarce in Britain as a breeding bird. A couple of
Corncrake called but typically stayed concealed in the vegetation, whilst 150 Ruff graced the
area. New for butterfly list were Holly Blue, Orange-tip, Red Admiral, Large Skipper, Small
Copper and Green Hairstreak. On the way back to our hotel, we stopped to watch a singing
Ortolan Bunting in farmland at the roadside, a species sadly in decline in Eastern Europe.

Ortolan Bunting – its song remains as part of the farmland bird chorus here

Day 4 – Monday 14 May – Biebzra via Bialystok Fish Ponds to Bialowieza
After breakfast we enjoyed a gently paced walk into the marshes along a well known trail
from the hamlet of Budy. We spent a pleasant hour on a viewing platform, from where Black
Woodpecker, Montagu’s Harrier, European Honey-buzzard and singing Citrine Wagtail were
on view. Damp willows at the trackside offered homes to Thrush Nightingales and
Bluethroats, whilst our first River Warbler of the trip sang its rhythmic insect-like song. Two
European Crested Tits were picked out by their distinctive call as we walked back to our
vehicles, and a singing Red-breasted Flycatcher was a splendid addition to our growing
species list. As we returned to the accommodation for a light lunch, two Lesser Spotted
Eagles soared over us being joined a minute or so later by a Greater Spotted Eagle,
providing a terrific comparison of these splendid and closely related raptors.

Lesser Spotted Eagle – a summer visitor to Eastern Europe from Africa

It was then time to say farewell to our hosts and leave Biebrza. We headed towards Monki
visiting a local reservoir where dotted around the edges and over nearby woods were at
least 12 stately White-tailed Eagles of various age classes. Woodland strips in the vicinity
held three territorial Ortolan Buntings singing their plaintive song. A nearby flooded field was
worth a stop and careful scanning of the muddy fringes yielded several wader species
including two Little Ringed Plovers, two Temminck’s Stints, eight Wood Sandpipers and a
Greenshank. New for the butterfly list today were Specked Wood and Comma with Roe Deer
and Red Squirrel being new mammal additions. Continuing on our southwards journey, the
next stop was Bialystok’s Dojlidy fish ponds where we had a short walk around two of the
largest ponds. The waters here produced Common Pochard and Tufted Duck as well as
close views of three Red-necked and four Great Crested Grebes, all in fine summer attire. A
bonus bird came in the form of a male Little Bittern leaping from the reeds on two occasions,
and though not totally unexpected, the species being here at the most northerly part of its
breeding range, it was the first Birding Abroad had seen. Great Reed Warblers favoured the
narrow phragmites edges to the ponds and at least ten were counted, accompanied by a
couple of Bearded Tits which were new for the trip.
We reached Bialowieza late afternoon, checking-in into our lovely hotel before an early
evening walk to the lake which borders the Palace Park, only five minutes away. Several

Hawfinches showed closely, the species being noticeably less timid than at home, and three
male Common Rosefinches were singing their ‘pleased to meet you’ song, and looked quite
stunning with their deep red plumage. A pathway took us alongside the old and very ornate
railway station, which once welcomed Russian Tsar’s arriving in Bialowieza for hunting
holidays. The squeaky songs of Icterine Warblers rang out from high above us in the trees,
whilst both Common and Black Redstarts frequented the hotel grounds along with a pair of
European Serins. At the commencement of our evening meal we were heralded by one of
the restaurant staff, who had donned a traditional hat and blew out a short folk song on the
‘long horn’.
Day 5 – Tuesday 15 May - Bialowieza Forest
A leisurely start to the day saw us enjoying breakfast before we met our knowledgeable local
guide for a walking tour of the ‘strict reserve’ which contains the most untouched parts of the
ancient Bialowieza Forest. At the entrance we enjoyed great views of a Black Woodpecker,
with three more being seen during the day. At least ten Collared Flycatchers were observed,
nearly all lovely males, as well as no less than seven male Red-breasted Flycatchers, this
forming a good count compared to our most recent visits. A Firecrest was singing, with both
‘crests’ occurring in the forest here and a pair of Marsh Tits was watched. Wood Warblers
were particularly well represented with at least 14 ’shivering’ males performing their songs
close to the forest trail, enabling us to enjoy this lovely bright phylloscopus warbler which has
sadly declined significantly in Britain.

As we progressed, our guide explained some of the ecology of this ancient forest, pointing
out many different species of trees and wildflowers, as well as relaying how various species
of mammals, including Wolf and Lynx, also utilise the woodlands. Even the root systems of
fallen trees provide an ecological niche for some nesting birds, with Northern Wren and

Common Blackbirds building their nests there. All of the group felt quite enchanted being in
such a stunning ancient forest and appreciated our guide’s insight into its natural secrets. A
sombre reminder of recent human history was also evident; the graves of partisans who
used the forest as cover in World War 2, and on being captured paid the ultimate price. A
European Honey-buzzard soared overhead and we picked up the calls of a party of
European Bee-eaters through the tall forest canopy. Quite excited, our guide transmitted the
news to other local guides and within minutes the birds, a group of four, had been located
feeding in the grounds of the Palace Park. We returned to the park where our guide showed
us the nest hole of a Grey-headed Woodpecker, the bird eventually returning, emitting its
distinctive call and giving nice views. Clouded Yellow was new for our butterfly tally flying
over a meadow where Tree Pipits held territories.
Lunch was taken in the restaurant at the Palace Park, also giving us chance to rest our
weary feet and relax again. In the afternoon our guide took us to another part of the forest
where we enjoyed watching a pair of Middle Spotted Woodpeckers at their nest hole. Whitebacked Woodpecker remained elusive though, our vigil at a sensible distance from a nest
hole producing only a calling bird in the trees nearby. A nice Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
was some compensation and an obliging Eurasian Pygmy-owl, again courtesy of our local
guide, was a crowd pleaser amongst the group. It had been a terrific days birding and a
welcome evening meal and a drink back at the comfortable hotel capped it off nicely.
Day 6 – Wednesday 16 May – Bialowieza Forest
A few of the group had a pre-breakfast walk along the woodland boardwalk at Zebra Zubra
just outside the village, where a pair of Middle Spotted Woodpeckers showed well. The day
started much cooler and showery, but we kept to plan and after breakfast visited an area
around Podolony village, only five minutes drive away. Here we enjoyed close views of
singing River and Icterine Warblers, and an obliging Thrush Nightingale. From one of the
wooden observation towers we watched a Willow Tit going back and forth to its nest, with
several Common Rosefinches and two Red-backed Shrikes also present. No less than six
Corncrakes were heard in the area, but once again they failed to show. A nearby trail
enabled us to watch a singing and displaying Barred Warbler at close quarters, complete
with its barred summer plumage.

Barred Warbler and Red-breasted Flycatcher in fine summer attire at Bialowiewza

Here too were two Marsh Warblers, perched amongst the Cow Parsley, their fast liquid
songs flowing out from open bills. Despite the cool weather, the summer visitors were intent
on advertising their presence with the more familiar Common Whitethroat, Lesser
Whitethroat, Blackcap and Garden Warbler being accompanied by Whinchats, resulting in a
very rich tapestry of bird song. A period of brighter skies saw a fine Lesser Spotted Eagle
soar over.
After lunch we heard news of a Greenish Warbler in the Palace Park so being nearby we
made a brief stop there and having located the bird we were able to watch it singing and
moving actively around, no doubt trying to locate a mate. Greenish Warblers breed in very
small numbers each year in this part of Poland and usually arrive later in May, so we were
fortunate indeed to see the species, the first time in fact we had done so in all our visits to
Poland. Following an afternoon coffee break we took a drive into a less well watched part of
the forest south of the village to explore tall stands of mixed trees that were interspersed with
wide clearings. Pied and Collared Flycatchers showed here as well as a singing Redbreasted. A few Hawfinches and a Bullfinch were seen here and another Black Woodpecker
made an appearance.
Our guide offered news of a group of European Bison which had been seen feeding at the
on the outskirts of the village, so we duly convened at the watch point along with several
other observers. There six of these wonderful beasts were grazing in a meadow before they
gradually disappeared back in the depths of the forest, with a few Wild Boar also seen.
Day 7 – Thursday 17 May – Bialowieza to Warsaw
Today was our last day and the group, buoyed by the sighting of European Bison the
previous day, were eager for another early morning look for these fine mammals. Just two
were seen this time before they too vanished into the morning mist of the forest. We had our
last stroll in the Palace Park enjoying the wide mix of species before taking another drive
through the southern-most reaches of the forest alongside the border with Belarus. A Whitebacked Woodpecker flew in but rather frustratingly almost immediately flew out again though
both Middle Spotted and Lesser Spotted were seen. European Crested and Coal Tits
showed before the raucous call of a Spotted Nutcracker alerted us to a bird’s presence in
nearby tree tops. The bird perched in typical style on top of a pine but after brief telescope
views it too quickly flew off. We relocated it further on but again it did the same thing, rather
frustrating, but there’s always another time!

Middle Spotted and Black Woodpecker watched at a sensible distance from their nest holes

By lunchtime it was time to set off towards Warsaw. We stopped for a picnic lunch in some
rather nice woodland complete with open glades, where a male Montagu’s Harrier flew by
and two European Honey-buzzards drifted over. Road works and emergency service activity
to deal with a major traffic collision meant we had to re-route around Warsaw making our
journey back an hour or so longer than anticipated. But we finally made it to our hotel where
we had our last evening meal and a few drinks. A vote of thanks was kindly given by Roger
and we reflected on what a good trip it had been, helped along with lots of good humour and
a nice bonhomie amongst the group.
Day 8 – Friday 18 May – flight home
Our flight departed early so we made good time to the airport after breakfast and were soon
on our way home to Doncaster Robin Hood airport, arriving mid-morning, and after saying
our fond farewells were all safely home shortly afterwards.
Nick would like to thank Karl Dutton for his support and warm friendship in co-leading this
thoroughly enjoyable tour and all the participants for their energy and enthusiasm
throughout. Thank you to Sue, Martin and Karl for their photographs used in this report.
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